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Major aspects for legal review:

corporate

real estate (land plot)

employment

environmental

construction

grid connection



Land issues

Hidden from your view most common
violations are related to:

Title and history of title acquisition

Change of the designated purpose

Land plot allocation

Detailed plan of the territory and
other town planning documentation 



Corporate issues

Most common violations are related to:

incompliance of the SPV's Charter with new legislation

non contributed charter capital of the SPV

absence of documents evidencing spousal consents or consent 
of the other participants for SPV sale

breaches of the procedures for charter capital increase/decrease 
as well as other former registration actions in relation to the SPV



Consequences for the investor

Breach of established corporate procedures invalidation of the purchase of the SPV by the 
investor

invalidation of resolutions of authorised state 
and local bodies on transfer of the land plots 
into ownership or lease of the SPV and as a 
result  invalidation of the title of the SPV to 
such land plots

Violations during allocation, change of the 
designated purpose and transfer of the 
project’s land plot 



Use legal assistance - engage  a lawyer  
when choosing potential projects

Remember about due diligence - do not 
buy a project without a properly held due 
diligence 

Be attentive - visit the site personally and 
make visual inspection

Be demanding - never believe the promises 
of developers, that certain project aspects will 
be fixed after its purchase

Add warranties and reservations - always 
include reservations to the transactional 
documents regarding quality of the target 
project

Takeaways for investors

Be careful - do not develop a bias in terms 
of eagerness to purchase a project just 
because the financial offer is very attractive
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